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	>>Epigraph. “You can clutch the past so tightly to your chest that it leaves your arms too full to embrace the present.”
- Jan Glidewell
	>>Intro 1. In his book As I Lay Dying, Faulkner depicts Jewel Bundren as someone who cannot part with his past. In Requiem for a Nun, Faulkner writes that "the past is never dead. It's not even past." This holds true for Jewel. Indeed, Jewel's arms are too full to embrace the present. He is clutching the past—his dying mother and his feelings for her—so tightly to his chest that it is unable to fade away, unable to become the past. Because of who he is, what he feels, and who surrounds him, the past haunts him, never quite dead. His struggle to leave the past behind demonstrates the futility in attempting to choose how the past affects us.
	>>Intro 2 + thesis(?) (Amir suggested that I make my thesis multiple sentences, and possibly its own paragraph. I may well yet, if the last two sentences don't add up to a sensical thesis statement.)
	>>Jewel's background. Based on his brother Darl's incessant questions of "whose son are you?", "but who was your father?" (212) and Addie's claim that she felt a need to "negative Jewel" (176), one can infer that Jewel is the result of Addie's affair with Brother Whitfield. Jewel is the illegitimate child who stands out from the rest of his family. Because of how he stands out, he is treated differently from the rest of his siblings. His mother, who arguably loved only him of her children—of all the children in the world, having hated the rest of them (169)—"coddled and petted" (21) him, "the one she had always cherished" (24). Darl interrogates him even though he "knew that [he] knew" (136) the secret of Jewel's background.
	>>Jewel's situation. Jewel is in love with his mother (15). That she is dying, and that the rest of the family is treating her poorly, incenses Jewel, and he rages on about how it would be better if it "had just been [him]" (15). He wishes he was alone with her, "on a high hill, and [Jewel] rolling the rocks down the hill at [the rest of his family's] faces" (15). His feelings are incredibly potent, and he attempts to bleed them through his horse, whom he treats with both the love he holds for Addie and the hatred he holds for his family. He "enters the maze of glittering hooves" (12) to escape Addie's death, but even in striking "[the horse] across the face with his fist" (13), he can't kill the past. Addie is alive inside him; he can't put her out of his mind. She is the past and "[the past is] not even past"... as long as "Jewel is, so Addie Bundren must be" (81).
	>>An alternate situation. Were the past the past, were it dead and gone, and were Addie out of Jewel's mind, he might be able to get along with his family. But even then, he would be dealing with a family of issues, from Darl, who "[sets] fire to a man's barn" (233) and goes insane, to Vardaman, whose "mother is a fish" (84). Jewel would have a lot less anger in him if he were able to part with his past, but then he would have more room to let in his family's problems. He would see siblings, not as antagonists to himself and his mother, but as the lunatics they are. Would he better off? Anger is unhealthy, so yes. Would he be in a better position? No. He would still be the illegitimate child, he would still be the one who looks different, he would still be the "jewel," and even without Darl pestering him about who his father is, the past would still be acting on him. (This section will need more text references in the long run...)
	>>Conclusion. Jewel can't escape his past or choose how it influences him. Neither can we. (I need some way to expand on this but, for now, it'll do—I imagine that this section of the essay will come to me as an afterthought in the writing process...)
